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subsist, there can be not necessity for, nor use in,
establishing
dependence and servility…faction, contention,
corruption, and disorder among the people. Where-

legislature.’”
Security & Stability
Until the mid 20th

A

t this critical moment in American history we
need what C.S. Lewis called "the clean sea breeze of
the centuries" to clear out minds and to reboot out
national integrity. As Americans are facing political
corruption on a massive scale, let us glance back a
few centuries. In 1782, Benjamin Franklin spoke of
bureaucracies of Europe. Unlike Europe, there were
In fact, all politicians were expected to earn their

Speaking of Amer
or employments [civil servants], there are few; no

the Constitution of Pennsylvania, runs expressly in
these words; ‘As every freeman, to preserve his
independence, … ought to have some profession,
calling, trade, or farm, whereby he may honestly

were committed to private ownership, family centered
entrepreneurship, and biblically derived principles
and values as the way to true security and prosperity.
of government to the local level. Responsible and
charitable individuals, volunteer associations, and
churches were the engine of our prosperity, the heart
of our welfare system and the guardians of our liberties.
Following this model, America became the freedom
and prosperity capitol of the world, as well as the
center for Christian charity and missions for 350
national government, no income tax, no national
health care or welfare system and no government
retirement. Americans were a truly free people with
God as their source, not the State.
Benjamin Franklin explains, “Industry and constant
employment are great preservatives of the morals
and virtue of a nation. Hence bad examples to
youth are more rare in America, which must be a
comfortable consideration to parents. To this may
be truly added, that serious religion [Christianity],
under its various denominations, is not only
tolerated, but respected and practiced. Atheism is

